Groom

Design & diagrams ©2004 by Joseph Wu

Start with a 2 by 1 rectangle, white side up (black side down).

Permission is granted for duplication of these diagrams for personal use and for teaching purposes. The model may not be used commercially (sold, displayed, photographed, or taught) without the express consent of the designer. Requests for permission may be made by email at <query@origami.as>. For more information, please see the copyright statement at <http://www.origami.as>.
Bride
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If you have not yet tried the groom, please try it first.
Start with a 2 by 1 rectangle, white on both sides.

fold and unfold

please turn over

please turn over

bring edges to the middle

shape the shoulders, but do not fold the head

please turn over

please turn over

collapse behind on existing creases

pleat (making one new crease)

enlarged view

tuck in corners